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WHERE YOU READ ABC
ADULT SUMMER READING CHALLENGE



Read in a minimum of 10 different sessions / places. 
Each reading session is suggested to be half an hour or longer.
Take a photo or do a sketch of at least one reading location.
Done?  Show us your form & your picture to earn a FREE BOOK and be entered into
the Grand Prize Draw!
Forms / pictures can be brought to the library and/or submitted to
vwicks@draytonvalleylibrary.ca
The Adult Summer Reading Challenge runs from June 15 to September 30, 2023.
You may complete more than one challenge if you like.

Feeling like a homebody?  Many of the location descriptions can be accomplished
within your own home and / or yard.
Feeling adventurous?  Go for it!  Be as creative as you like in interpreting the
location descriptions.
SAFETY FIRST: Please be careful with both yourself and the books (that may not be
your own).

THE BASICS

SOME EXTRAS

WHERE YOU READ ABC
HOW IT WORKS

Automobile / Walking: Remember, audiobooks count as reading!
Beach / Shade - Some like it hot, but others not so much.  
Couch / In Bed - No can't-put-them-down books the night before work though.
Down Low / Up High - Hmm... thinking the stairs could help with this one...
Eccentric - Find a unique place to read!
Far Away - Probably far away from home - how far is up to you!
Garden / Picnic Table / Yard - Let's get outside to enjoy summer while we can.
Hygge - Danish idea: be contented in a comfortable cozy spot.
Jungle - For our purposes, any place with a plethora of trees!
Kitchen / Restaurant - Eating alone?  Or reading aloud?  Maybe a new recipe...
Library - We always love to see patrons enjoying the library!
Memorial - A spot that is special meaning for you, one that lets you remember.
Noisy Place / Quiet Place - Could be the same place at two different times!
Optional - The reading isn't optional, but the location is up to you!
Trip - So many places to go!  Sometimes a trip is long, sometimes short...
Veranda - Defined here as any deck, porch, patio, etc...
X Marks Your Spot - Put an X anywhere and there you read (ex. map, sidewalk...)
Zoo - We will accept reading in the presence of multiple animals.

SOME LOCATION EXPLANATIONS:
 


